68 Israel/Palestine Films Available for Borrowing for Free

Key to asterisks:
* Made by Palestinians.
** Does not show power imbalance between Palestinians and Israelis.

Faith-Based Activism
MLK in Palestine
The Stones Cry Out
With God on Our Side

Gaza
Children of Gaza
Eyewitness Gaza
The War Around Us
*Where Should the Birds Fly

*Gaza Community Media Center
3 Films: Memory of Homes, The White Flag, and Al Wafaa

Israel/Israelis
1913: Seeds of Conflict
Breaking the Silence
Forget Baghdad
The Gatekeepers
Israel vs. Israel
On the Side of the Road
Two Blue Lines

The Nakba
The Stones Cry Out
Voices Across the Divide

Occupation
Arna’s Children
Checkpoint
Dreams Deferred: The Struggle for Peace and Justice in Israel/Palestine
Israel and Palestine: A Very Short Animated Video
The Law in These Parts

Life in Occupied Palestine:
Eyewitness Stories and Photos
Occupation 101:
Voices of the Silenced Majority
Occupied Palestine
*Open Bethlehem
Roadmap to Apartheid
Star of Goliath
Seeing through the Wall
*Take My Pictures for Me
The Inner Tour

West Bank/Settlements
*5 Broken Cameras
Budrus
Holy Land: A Year in the West Bank
The Iron Wall
Jerusalem: An East Side Story
Little Town of Bethlehem
My Neighborhood
*Palestine Blues
Speed Sisters
*The Wanted 18

Youth
Bethlehem to Brooklyn: Breaking the Surface
*Flying Paper
*Slingshot Hip Hop
Young Jewish and Left

Focus on the United States
The Occupation of the American Mind:
Israel’s Public Relations War in the US
Pressure Points: Israel, Berkeley, and the Divestment Movement
Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People
Some of My Best Friends are Zionists
**Defies Categorization**
Bunda'im
Defamation
Disturbing the Peace
  *Continued--*
Forget Baghdad
They were Promised the Sea: Arab Jews
  between Homeland and Promised Land
Village Under the Forest

**Non-documentaries**
*Ajami
*Amreerka
Inch’ Allah
*Laila’s Birthday
**The Lemon Tree
*Omar
The Other Son
*Paradise Now
*Salt of This Sea
*Wedding in the Galilee
When I Saw You

(Categories are somewhat arbitrary)

**Contact:**
jvpboston@gmail.com